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EDITORIAL
Dear Readers,

Bringing the timber industry to greater heights – that is 
the underlying objective behind the series of meetings and 
visits between the Ministry of Plantation Industries and 
Commodities, timber industry captains and MTC held during 
November-December 2020. For more details of these high-level 
engagements, please turn to pages 4- 6.

In the spirit of “giving is sharing”, MTC contributed RM10,000 
each to 10 charitable and non-profit organisations to help support 
their operations including promoting environmental education 
among young children. This Corporate Social Responsibility 
programme led by MTC CEO, Tuan Muhtar Suhaili, is reported 
on pages 8-9.

Congratulations to the Programme for the Endorsement of 
Forest Certification for receiving the highest rating against the 
ASEAN Guidelines on Promoting Responsible Investment in 
Food, Agriculture and Forestry, paving the way for the Malaysian 
Timber Certification Council to easily demonstrate alignment 
with the guidelines. Please see page 11.

Has the anti-tropical timber campaign mellowed in Europe? 
Director of Centrum Hout, Mr. Paul van den Heuval, provides 
an insight on this and other updates including the levels of 
collaboration between the two organisations in promoting 
sustainable Malaysian timber in the Dutch market. MTC’s Q&A 
with Mr. Paul van den Heuvel is on pages 13-15.   

Five Malaysian timber-based companies - Low Fatt Group, 
Inter Moulding Industries Sdn Bhd, A&A Chesterfield Sdn Bhd, 
True Acclaim Sdn Bhd and T-Forest Holdings Sdn Bhd - share 
their respective company’s endeavours such as on succession 
plans, automation, branding, market penetration and business 
transformation. Please turn to pages 16-30. 

Inspired by nature, interior designer, IDr Ismail Chik, incorporates 
wood and other natural materials in most of his works. As such, 
timbers such as Nyatoh, Merbau, Balau and other forest products 
such as bamboo, coconut trunks and even tree leaves are creatively 
incorporated into his designs. IDr Ismail’s passion for nature is 
reflected on pages 31-35.

Happy reading!

The Editor.

www.mtc.com.my
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and value-adding, to move towards ODM and OBM. This goal covers 
all timber companies, including companies under MTC’s Bumiputera 
Entrepreneur Development Programme (BEDP) which will be carried 
out in close collaboration with the Malaysian Timber Industry Board. 
Good design is a game changer. Manufacturers that offer original 
designs under original brands have an edge over their competitors.

MTC will intensify its efforts to promote the adoption of automation 
and digitalisation among timber manufacturers as a prelude to IR4.0. 
We will also have Automation and Digital Technology Acquisition, 
Smart Manufacturing Consulting and Retrofitting of Sawmill projects 
as part of our Factory Automation & Smart Manufacturing programme 
on top of our Financial Incentive for Purchase of Machinery (FIPM) 
programme. 

The good news in our effort to motivate more green initiatives is that 
MTC will incentivise the purchase of APC equipment and solar PV 
system for SMEs and non-SMEs. All the above will come into play as we 
continue to strengthen our relationships with stakeholders.

Last but not least, please take care of yourself and your family to stay 
in good health and good spirits. 

“LET’S POWER PROGRESS TOGETHER!”

MUHTAR BIN  SUHAILI
Chief Executive Officer

This issue, the MTC Management would like to recognise 
Ms. Nornajjua Ariffah Mohd Nasir, Executive from Market Promotion 
Division (MPD) for her work and dedication. 

Since July 2020, she has coordinated 10 sessions of MTC Marketing 
Webinars focusing on “Digitisation and Digitalisation”. The main 
objective was to introduce and provide information to the timber 
industry about the latest trends in the digital sphere that the industry 
can explore in response to new norms due to the COVID-19 situation. 
Not only had she sourced for and coordinated with the speakers, she 
has also worked with our ICT Unit to iron out the technicalities of the 
necessary equipment to conduct these online sessions. At the same 
time, she was also the emcee for all the 10 sessions. Congratulations! 

MTC Treetop Spotlight
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An Update from MTC 
Management
As we bid farewell to the year 2020, I hope we are all excited to 
launch into the new year with optimism. November and December 
have been very busy months as I began performing my tasks 
as CEO. Despite the challenges arising from the COVID-19 
pandemic, let’s remain confident that we can power through
this challenging period together. 

The new year will see the implementation of many MTC initiatives as 
a result of our 2021 Budget which will form the backbone of our 2021 
tasks and targets. In early December, I have shared MTC’s strategic 
plans and our 2021 Budget with all the associations’ captains during 
my various engagements with them, especially on MTC’s Roadmap 
and the 7 Must-Wins for 2021.

The first must-win is business succession planning. It will be 
kickstarted with the Young Entrepreneur Society (YES) plan 
which will be my personal commitment to see it through. Also, 
to recruit young engineers into the timber industry, MTC will 
embark on its maiden Engineer Placement & Internship in 
Industry Programme (EPIP).

The continuity of timber raw material supply is also fundamental. 
Thus, MTC will provide more resources to carry out the Import 
Assistance Programme (IAP) and Task Force on Pest Risk Analysis 
(PRA) to augment the supply of raw timber materials for the 
continuity of timber processing activities and the growth of 
downstream value-added products. 

Another must-win area is cultivating market access. We will continue 
to hold webinars as well as host online B2B sessions with our 
counterparts overseas.  A Virtual Reality (VR) project to enable the 
creation of more trade opportunities is in the pipeline, which will 
ultimately incorporate IR4.0 with ICT-capabilities into the industry.

The COVID-19 pandemic has changed the market, bringing into 
focus the need to be outstanding especially with rising competition. 
The industry needs to strengthen its downstream manufacturing 
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Several high-level meetings and courtesy visits between the Ministry 
of Plantation Industries and Commodities (MPIC) and MTC had 
taken place since the recent appointment of MTC Chairman, Tuan 
Haji Mazli Zakuan Mohd Noor, new members to the MTC Board of 
Trustees and MTC CEO, Tuan Muhtar Suhaili.

One of the first visits was undertaken by Tuan Haji Mazli Zakuan 
and Tuan Muhtar to the Minister of Plantation Industries and 
Commodities, YB Dato’ Dr. Mohd. Khairuddin Aman Razali at his 
office in Putrajaya on 5 November 2020.  With the mutual objective 
to uplift the timber industry, the meeting’s focus revolved around the 
Minister’s aspirations and plans for MTC to bring the timber industry 
to greater heights. 

On 19 November 2020, YB Dato’ Sri Dr. Wee Jeck Seng, Deputy 
Minister of Plantation Industries and Commodities visited MTC’s 
Headquarters in Cheras, Kuala Lumpur. The Deputy Minister, who 
was accompanied by his Special Functions Officer, Dr. Lee Soon Heng, 
was briefed by Tuan Muhtar on the Council’s operations. Also present 
were MTC Deputy CEO, Mr. Wong Kah Cane, MTC COO, Mr. Roger 
Chin and MTC Financial Controller, Mr. Philip Liew.

Close MPIC-MTC 
ties a boon 
to timber
industry
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The following day, Tuan Muhtar and Mr. Chin paid a courtesy 
call on the Deputy Minister of Plantation Industries and 
Commodities, YB Tuan Willie Mongin, at his office in Putrajaya.

The month of December 2020 also saw YB Dato’ Dr. Mohd 
Khairuddin making a working visit to the MTC Headquarters. 
On hand to receive YB Dato’ Dr. Mohd Khairuddin were Tuan 
Haji Mazli Zakuan, members of the MTC Board of Trustees, Tuan 
Muhtar and other MTC management staff. This visit, 
on 8 December, marked the first meeting between the 
Minister and the MTC Board of Trustees. 

YB Dato’ Dr. Mohd Khairuddin, whose delegation included MPIC 
Deputy Secretary-General, Tuan Haji Mad Zaidi Mohd Karli, 

YB Dato’ Dr. Mohd. Khairuddin (centre) together with Tuan Haji Mazli Zakuan 
(right) and Tuan Muhtar at MPIC.



and Senior Undersecretary of the Timber, Tobacco and Kenaf 
Industries Development Division, Mr. Pubadi Govindasamy, was 
also taken on a guided tour of the MTC Gallery. 

Besides delivering his welcoming speech, Tuan Haji Mazli Zakuan 
also gave a presentation highlighting MTC’s major milestones. 
Tuan Muhtar presented on MTC’s strategic direction planning 
and future programmes. This was followed by a dialogue session 
during which YB Dato’ Mohd Khairuddin shared his views, 
guidance and aims for MTC and the timber industry. 

The focus of the dialogue was on MTC’s plans and continuous 
efforts to promote and support the Malaysian timber industry 
which had a total export of RM19.8 billion as of November 2020.
Under MTC’s 2021 plans, RM5.4 million has been allocated for its 
Import Assistance Programme while its Financial Incentive for 
Purchase of Machinery will continue with an increased allocation 
of RM2.8 million to help companies with equipment upgrades. 

The close working relationship between MPIC and MTC over the 
years has brought and will continue to bring about benefits and 
developments to the Malaysian timber industry. 

With the mutual 
objective to uplift 

the timber industry, 
the meeting’s focus 
revolved around the 

Minister’s aspirations 
and plans for MTC 

to bring the timber 
industry to greater 

heights. 
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YB Dato’ Sri Dr. Wee (seated) signing MTC’s guestbook as (standing, from left) 
Mr. Liew, Mr. Chin and Tuan Muhtar look on.

Tuan Haji Mazli Zakuan (centre) presenting YB Dato’ Dr. Mohd. Khairuddin an advanced birthday gift from MTC as Tuan Muhtar looks on. 

YB Tuan Willie (left) with Tuan Muhtar (centre) and Mr. Chin at MPIC.
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Enhancing engagement 
with industry captains
A delegation from The Timber Exporters’ Association of Malaysia 
(TEAM) paid a courtesy call on newly appointed MTC CEO Tuan 
Muhtar Suhaili at his office in the MTC Headquarters in Cheras, 
Kuala Lumpur on 18 November 2020. The TEAM delegation 
comprised its President, Mr. Chua Song Fong, Honorary 
Treasurer, Mr. Wong Kar Wai, Executive Advisor, Mr. Lee Leh 
Yew, and its Senior Executive Officer, Ms. Juliana Yu. Their 
discussions focused on various issues including the challenges 
and opportunities in the timber industry and timber exports to 
the world during this COVID-19 era. Tuan Muhtar thanked the 
TEAM delegation for their continuous support and contribution 
towards the timber industry as a whole.

On 1 December 2020, a delegation from the Malaysian Wood 
Moulding & Joinery Council (MWMJC) paid a courtesy call 
on MTC Chairman, Tuan Haji Mazli Zakuan Mohd Noor. The 
MWMJC delegation included its Chairman, Mr. George Yap Hong 
Thien, Vice Chairman, Mr. Ng Boon Kuan, Secretary General, Mr. 
Chin Lee Yen, Treasurer, Mr. Simon Lim Chee Hwa, and Executive 
Secretary, Ms. Maryanne See Tho. Also present were Tuan 
Muhtar, MTC Deputy CEO, Mr. Wong Kah Cane, and MTC COO, 
Mr. Roger Chin. The MWMJC delegates discussed with the MTC 
management team ways to boost timber trade and to strengthen 
MWMJC members’ visibility in the international market.

Mr. Yap (centre) receiving a token from Tuan Haji Mazli Zakuan as Tuan Muhtar looks on.

(From left) Mr. Law, Tuan Muhtar, Mr. Khoo and Mr. Wong Kah Cane.

Mr. Goh (left) receiving a token from Tuan Muhtar.
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(Clockwise from left) Mr. Chua, Mr. Wong Kar Wai, Ms. Yu, Mr. Lee, Mr. Chin
and Tuan Muhtar.

An engagement session was held on 3 December 2020 with 
Malaysian Furniture Council (MFC) at MTC’s Headquarters. The 
MFC delegates included its President, Mr. Khoo Yeow Chong, 
Executive Advisor, Mr. Richard Ko, Secretary General, Mr. 
Matthew Law and Industry Development Manager, Ms. June Tan. 
Also present were Tuan Muhtar, Mr. Wong Kah Cane and Mr. 
Roger Chin. The meeting discussed ways to increase Malaysia’s 
furniture export to the world and assist more furniture 
companies to participate in MTC’s trade fair programme.

On 18 December 2020, a delegation from the Malaysian Wood 
Industries Association (MWIA) paid a courtesy call on 
Tuan Muhtar at his office. The delegation included MWIA 
President, Mr. Goh Chee Yew, Vice President, Dato’ Mok Khiaw 
Hui, Vice President, Mr. Low Chee Hock, and Honorary General 
Secretary, Dato’ Chung King Tong. Also present were Mr. 
Wong Kah Cane and Mr. Roger Chin. The MWIA delegates also 
discussed with the MTC management team ways to boost timber 
trade and increase exports to international markets. 
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Courtesy calls on   
MTC Chairman and CEO

Tuan Muhtar (2nd from left) presenting a token to Mr. Amin as Dr. Rafidah (right)
and Ms. Noraihan look on.
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Delegates from the High Commission of the Republic of 
Singapore, LGM Properties Corporation and Yayasan Hijau 
Malaysia made separate visits to MTC Chairman, Tuan Haji 
Mazli Zakuan Mohd Noor, and MTC CEO, Tuan Muhtar Suhaili, 
at the MTC Headquarters in Cheras, Kuala Lumpur. Besides 
congratulating Tuan Haji Mazli Zakuan and Tuan Muhtar on their 
recent respective appointments, the delegates also discussed ways 
on enhancing collaboration with MTC in different aspects.

The delegation from the High Commission of the Republic of 
Singapore paid a courtesy call on Tuan Muhtar on 12 November 
2020. The delegation included its First Secretary, Mr. Navjote 
Singh Sachdev, and First Secretary (Political), Mr. Warran 
Kalasegaran. Also present were MTC’s Deputy CEO, Mr. Wong 
Kah Cane, and COO, Mr. Roger Chin. The senior-level diplomatic 
staff discussed with the MTC’s top management on ways forward 
towards enhancing bilateral trade in timber and timber products 
between the two countries.  

On 10 December 2020, Tuan Haji Mazli Zakuan welcomed the 
delegation from LGM Properties Corporation led by its Chairman, 
Tuan Haji Muhammad Ismi Mat Taib. Also present was Tuan 
Muhtar who later took the delegation on a guided tour of the MTC 
Gallery.

Tuan Muhtar (left) showing Tuan Haji Muhammad Ismi (right) around the MTC Gallery.

Tuan Haji Mazli Zakuan (centre) meeting the LGM Properties delegation.

The delegation from Yayasan Hijau Malaysia made the courtesy 
visit to Tuan Muhtar on 14 December 2020.  The delegation 
included its CEO, Mr. Amin Abdullah, as well as the Head and 
Executive of its Project Management Division (Environment), Dr. 
Rafidah Rashid and Mr. Nor Hafizan Ahmad Kalana, respectively. 
Also present were MTC Corporate Communications Division 
(CCD) Director Ms. Noraihan Abdul Rahman and CCD Manager 
Mr. Azmir Husni Mohamed Nor. The meeting focused on the 
opportunities for the two organisations to collaborate on various 
CSR programmes. 

Tuan Muhtar (right) showing Mr. Sachdev some timber product samples in the MTC Gallery 
as (from left) Mr. Wong, Mr. Chin and Mr. Kalasegaran look on.
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MTC met with the six national timber associations on 7 December 
2020 to discuss and chart various programmes for the industry for 
the year 2021. This annual consultation with the industry, held at 
the MTC Headquarters in Cheras, Kuala Lumpur, was to ensure that 
MTC’s planned activities are beneficial to the interest of the industry. 

The six associations were the Malaysian Wood Industries Association 
(MWIA), The Timber Exporters’ Association of Malaysia (TEAM), 
Malaysian Wood Moulding & Joinery Council (MWMJC), The 
Malaysian Panel-Products Manufacturers’ Association (MPMA), 
Malaysian Furniture Council (MFC) and Association of Malaysian 
Bumiputra Timber and Furniture Entrepreneurs (PEKA).

Presided over by MTC Chairman, Tuan Haji Mazli Zakuan Mohd 
Noor, the meeting was attended by senior representatives from 
the associations led by their respective exco heads. Also present 
were MTC CEO, Tuan Muhtar Suhaili, and other
MTC management staff. 

Led by MTC CEO, Tuan Muhtar Suhaili, MTC visited and met 
with 10 charitable and non-profit organisations during the 
month of December 2020 as part of MTC’s Corporate Social 
Responsibility (CSR) programme. The organisations were the 
Home for The Children by Rumah Charis, Yayasan Anak Warisan 
Alam, Persatuan Kebajikan Alam Sekitar Malaysia, Pusat Jagaan 
Lekshmy Illam, Pusat Jagaan Pertubuhan Kebajikan Rumah 
Kasih Jing Yuan, Kompleks Tahfiz Al-Quran & Anak Yatim 
Al Qaradhawi, Pertubuhan Kebajikan Al Abrar Malaysia, 
Malaysian Association for the Blind, Pertubuhan Kebajikan Islam 
Peribadi Mulia and National Autism Society of Malaysia.

During the visits, Tuan Muhtar and several MTC staff members 
engaged with the residents and members of each organisation, 
chatting with them and taking an interest in their welfare. Each 
of the organisations received RM10,000 from MTC as assistance 
to support their operations as well as fund their efforts in 
promoting environmental education for young children and 
youths as well as helping the underprivileged amongst them. 

(Top) Tuan Haji Mazli Zakuan presiding over the meeting.
(Bottom) Several industry members dialing in to the meeting.

November-December 2020 Timber Malaysia

Giving to the 
underprivileged

Tuan Muhtar (right) presenting the donation to a representative from Pusat 
Jagaan Lekshmy Illam as Ms. Noraihan Abdul Rahman, MTC’s Corporate 

Communications Director looks on.
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National Autism Society of Malaysia.

Persatuan Kebajikan Alam Sekitar Malaysia (Rakan Alam).
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The visits are part 
of MTC’s Corporate 

Social Responsibility 
programme

Rumah Charis.

Malaysian Association for the Blind.

Kompleks Tahfiz Al-Quran & Anak Yatim Al Qaradhawi.

Yayasan Anak Warisan Alam.

Pertubuhan Kebajikan Al Abrar Malaysia.

Pusat Jagaan Pertubuhan Kebajikan Rumah Kasih Jing Yuan.

Pertubuhan Kebajikan Islam Peribadi Mulia.
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Streaming towards 
digital readiness
MTC’s webinar continued with the “Digital Marketing” theme. One of 
the most practical points is that businesses starting off on their digital 
marketing journeys can build up gradually from their current sources, 
an idea exemplified by Mr. Ernie Chen who conducted the “The Critical 
Importance of Digital Marketing, Social Media & Content Marketing 
in the New Normal Business Landscape” webinar on 5 November 
2020. 

The business coach, life and business transformation strategist who 
also owns several offline businesses used many examples from his 
journey to illustrate practical gems when it comes to building an 
online presence. “Rome was not built in a day, so if you want to build a 
digital presence that is important, you have to start from somewhere 
and build on what you have today, consistently,” he said to the 65 
participants. 

The energetic Mr. Chen shared insightful tips on how to utilise each 
type of online platforms for various marketing purposes, such as 
using Telegram as a free database for sharing useful information or 
using LinkedIn for B2B purposes. Business owners must change their 
mindsets about building brands, he stressed. “We must no longer 
think about how we can make money from customers, but we must 
think ‘how can I help our customers, to add value to them, educate 
them with the latest updated information,” he said.  

Participants also had another chance to learn digital marketing from 
another angle through “The Importance of Standing Out Online in 
A Digital 4.0 World – And How to Do It” webinar on 19 November 
2020. Marketing consultant Mr. Roberto Cumaraswamy conducted 
this webinar for 67 participants, sharing on how and why there is a 
need for a proper website as well as value proposition and customer 
focus. He also introduced to the participants examples of SEO (search 
engine optimisation) and using social media to create solutions for 
customers’ problems.

The session was peppered with humour as he shared many examples 
on digital marketing wins and failures, among them are the four 
questions that businesses must be able to answer their customers 
within 30 seconds, i.e., “What do you offer? How will it make me 

better? Why should I believe you? What do I need to do to buy it?” 
He also shared about how niche marketing works to help businesses 
stand out more in their offerings, reduce competition while creating 
the perception of expertise and win more loyalty.

On 15 December 2020, MTC also organised its first Webinar Series 
on Automation and Digitalisation entitled “Riding the Wave of 
Digital Disruption with Industry 4.0”. This webinar saw MTC’s first 
collaboration with the Selangor Human Resource Development 
Centre (SHRDC). This webinar, which had attracted 73 participants 
focused on guiding the Malaysian timber industry in leveraging on 
the government’s initiatives. It also disseminated information on 
how digital transformation can benefit their business operations and 
manufacturing processes. 

MTC CEO, Tuan Muhtar Suhaili, delivered the welcoming remarks. 
The two presenters, Puan Saliza Saari, Malaysia Productivity 
Corporation (MPC) and Dr Chua Wen-Shyan from SHRDC shared 
on “Industry4WRD Readiness Assessment” and “Kickstart Your 
Industry 4.0 Journey” respectively. Participants were given insight 
into the assessment criteria for joining the initiative in addition to 
developing digital transformation roadmaps and honing talents 
for this area. The Q&A session saw many companies express their 
interests in the benefits of IR4.0 and keenness to embark on the 
journey.  MTC will continue to support the industry in their IR4.0 
endeavours by collaborating with the relevant agencies. 

Mr. Chen sharing on how best to utilise types of online platforms.

Mr. Cumaraswamy sharing on how to be outstanding in the digital market. Tuan Muhtar welcoming participants during the “Riding the Wave of Digital 
Disruption with Industry 4.0” webinar.
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PEFC gets ASEAN nod, 
boon for MTCC 

The Programme for the Endorsement of Forest Certification (PEFC) 
has received the highest rating against the ASEAN Guidelines on 
Promoting Responsible Investment in Food, Agriculture and Forestry 
(ASEAN RAI) which was launched on 3 November 2020. 

The 10 Guidelines of the ASEAN RAI are part of a broad range of 
initiatives aiming to ensure that investments in the food, agriculture and 
forestry (FAF) sectors in the ASEAN region comply with international 
frameworks yet are regionally relevant and contextualised.

Twelve selected existing FAF industry standards and certifications 
were assessed against the 10 Guidelines. In the forestry industry 
sector, PEFC was rated 95% while the Forest Stewardship Council 
(FSC) 90%. PEFC was rated higher due to its regional approach. 

The PEFC Sustainable Forest Management principles were used for 
this mapping exercise where the first five principles aligned with the 
ASEAN RAI Guidelines on food nutrition, economic development, 
natural resources, climate change, and rule of law and governance. 

The sixth PEFC principle (maintenance or appropriate enhancement 
of socio-economic functions and conditions) emphasises economic 
development, support to marginalised populations (women, young 
people and indigenous people) as well as tenure rights and data 
collection. 

A partial match was observed with Guideline 10 (concerning regional 
approaches) when two of the six PEFC principles include specific 
references to regional policy and approaches. Overall, the PEFC 
Sustainable Forest Management principles aligned with 9.5 out of the 
10 ASEAN RAI Guidelines.

With the rating, organisations which are already adhering 
to these selected standards such as the Malaysian Timber 
Certification Council (MTCC) could easily demonstrate alignment 
with the ASEAN RAI.

The ASEAN RAI Guidelines were grounded in the Committee on World 
Food Security’s Principles for Responsible Investment in Agriculture 
and Food Systems (CFSRAI) endorsed in Rome in October 2015. 

Subsequently, the ASEAN Ministers on Agriculture and Forestry 
adopted the ASEAN RAI in October 2018 following a nine-
month multi-stakeholder consultation process led by Grow 
Asia – a unique multi-stakeholder partnership platform that 
brings together farmers, governments, private sector, NGOs and 
other stakeholders in Southeast Asia to lift the productivity, 
profitability and environmental sustainability of smallholder 
agriculture in the region. 

Source: MTCC

 November-December 2020 Timber Malaysia

The PEFC SFM principles aligned with 9.5 out of the 10 ASEAN RAI Guidelines. Photo credit: MTCC.
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Getting architects-to-be 
to use timber
“It is not a sin to use timber.” This was the main advice that Ar. Azman 
Zainal imparted to about 100 architecture students during a special 
online lecture on 14 December 2020. The lecture session was mooted 
by University of Technology, Malaysia (UTM)’s Faculty of Built 
Environment and Surveying (FABU) Senior Lecturer and second year 
students’ coordinator, Ar. Chan Lai Wai. 

As a part of their course, second-year architecture students at UTM 
are required to come up with a building design which utilises at least 
50% solid timber. To motivate the students, Ar. Chan decided to 
engage with an architect who uses timber to design buildings to share 
the knowledge. She approached MTC and was connected to Ar. Azman 
who took time out of his busy lecturing and work schedule to talk to 
students about building with timber.
 
Ar. Azman shared a comprehensive lecture that covered the rich 
Malaysian heritage connected to timber constructions, the anatomy 
of timber buildings, the reasons to use timber and current trends 
before taking on questions from the students. His love affair with 
timber had developed during his architecture student days in 
Australia and that love has never left him but went on to influence  
his work throughout over 30 years of his work. 

“Architect Azman has extensive knowledge, and the best part was that 
he gave a lot of helpful examples to illustrate his points,” Ar. Chan said 
of the lecture. “After his explanation about engineered timber during 
the lecture, some of my students told me they were very interested to 
use it in their designs. But they first have to start with solid timber,” 
she added. 

The lecture session ended with a Q&A and Ar. Azman’s invitation to 
students to visit his timber workshop. 

Ar. Azman used his self-constructed timber house as an example during the lecture.

November-December 2020 Timber Malaysia

Ar. Azman shared 
a comprehensive 

lecture that covered 
the rich Malaysian 

heritage connected 
to timber 

constructions.

Ar. Chan used two conferencing platforms to accommodate a total of 100 students 
for Ar. Azman’s special lecture.
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JA! to timber from 
sustainably   
managed     
tropical       
forest

It has been a long journey, one that is filled with many 
challenges. It’s about a collaboration between two 
like-minded organisations based in different corners of 
the world. And the focus of that collaboration is about 
ensuring the sustainability of tropical forest through 
promoting the use of sustainably produced timber 
and timber products. Director of Centrum Hout, 
The Netherlands, Mr. Paul van den Heuvel, shares 
his experiences and thoughts on his organisation’s 
collaboration with MTC in achieving this objective. 
 
MTC: What are the challenges Centrum Hout and 
members of the organisation had in promoting 
Malaysian timber and sustainability?

Paul: There was a long discussion amongst the timber 
procurement assessment committee in The Netherlands, on the 
level of sustainability of the Malaysian Timber Certification 
Scheme (MTCS) in the past. With substantial inputs from 
the MTC office in Europe and The Netherlands Timber Trade 
Association (NTTA/VVNH), the committee and Dutch 
government fully recognise that MTCS and Malaysian PEFC as 
being fully sustainable. The hurdle is over. As long as the timber 
procured by our members from Malaysia are MTCS/Programme 
for the Endorsement of Forest Certification (PEFC) certified, 
there should not be any significant issues. 

MTC: To what extend has MTC Europe influenced 
the timber policy in Europe, particularly in 
Western Europe, and the perception of end users as 
well as the general public towards tropical timber?

Paul: MTC has contributed and influenced the discussion 
including on Malaysia’s Sustainable Forest Management (SFM) 
system to a great extent, covering various aspects such as the 
level of sustainability of MTCS/PEFC. The vast use of sustainably 
produced timber was also addressed by MTC during many 
discussions we had in the past. The discussions were held with a 
clear objective in mind and carried out in a well-structured and 
proper manner resulting to more insights and useful information 
becoming available. This allowed the organisation to use these 
arguments to promote the use of tropical timber.   

Mr. Paul van den Heuvel, Director of Centrum Hout.
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“Use it or lose it!” is a popular slogan used for the promotion of 
sustainably produced tropical timber in order to maintain the forest. 
Overall, MTC has influenced the discussions in a positive way. 

MTC: Is tropical timber still being on the radar 
and target of discrimination in Western Europe? 
Is this true or the anti-tropical timber campaign 
has lost its vibe?

Paul: Yes, the anti-tropical timber campaign has mellowed, but the 
discussion has shifted its attention and focus to areas affecting 
forestry or deforestation. Whilst the attention on forestry and 
deforestation is still significant, however, the attention in the last 
few years has shifted from timber trade and timber production 
to agro commodities, which have since been said to be the cause 
of deforestation and forest degradation. Having said that, we 
strongly believe that SFM is part of the solution. Sustainability 
is the present reality and critical organisations such as the NGOs 
also believe that SFM and good governance is the best solution. 
This is a favourable situation for both the Malaysian and Dutch 
timber industry. 

MTC: Malaysia, with its sound SFM system and certification scheme in place, should not be a problem 
nor face any discrimination. Moving forward, how do you see the European markets’ response to 
Malaysia and other tropical timber producing countries in the next few years? What factors will 
influence the response of the European market in the future? Europe is one of the important markets 
we wish to maintain our presence.

Paul: There is a lot of attention on the EU level, the “Green Deal” as being one of the important topics. One of the focus areas of the 
Green Deal is the prevention of forest degradation and deforestation. Quite recently, a report was put forward by a Member of the EU 
Parliament focusing on preventing forest degradation and deforestation. In case the report is adopted as regulation or directive, we 
should be very careful about it not effecting PEFC and/or Forest Stewardship Council (FSC) certification and SFM as a whole. We must 
bear in mind, in Europe there are umbrella organisations such as the European Timber Trade Federation and CEI-BOIS of which we are 
a member, both of which are on top of this agenda and are eagerly promoting sustainable forest management.

Secondly, we noticed that modified timber is becoming increasingly popular in our market. The discussion on climate change and CO2 
to circular economy, the procurement of timber materials and products from neighbouring or nearby countries is encouraged. Modified 
timber from softwood is becoming popular. Having said that, we don’t expect this trend to impact the importation of tropical timber in 

“Use it or lose 
it!” is a popular 
slogan used for 
the promotion 
of sustainably 

produced tropical 
timber in order to 

maintain the forest. 

MTCS/PEFC-certified timbers are fully recognised by the 
Dutch government and timber industry. 
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general, but as an addition to the variety of timber products 
(bio-based products) available in the market. 

The desire to maintain sustainability and supply availability, 
we think that these factors will remain crucial in deciding the 
consumption of tropical timber in Europe regardless of where it 
is coming from. 

MTC: What is the impact of COVID-19 in Europe 
relating to timber trade?

Paul: The country (The Netherlands) has been and is in a 
lockdown. The production and, of course the trade too, has been 
affected but not in the way other sectors have. Therefore, the 
availability of material was sometimes inconsistent. Overall, the 
timber trade in The Netherlands is highly related to the building 
and construction sector. Up until now, the building sector is going 
quite well under the given circumstances. Despite the COVID-19 
restrictions, the number or houses and dwellings that are being 
built, there hasn’t been a huge dip. In general, the Dutch timber 
industry is doing quite well but there is uncertainty about what 
2021 will bring.
 
MTC: How can MTC Europe improve its working 
relationship with Centrum Hout?

MTC Europe is currently involved in Centrum Hout’s campaign 
Hout. Natuurlijk van Nu. MTC is working closely with Centrum 

Hout to formulate programmes and activities that can be 
carried out through the collaboration. The campaign provides 
an opportunity for MTC to become a partner alongside other 
similar organisations to promote the use of timber and bio-based 
products in general. It is a very successful campaign dealing with 
all the issues discussed earlier, e.g., sustainability, availability, the 
benefits of using timber and/or bio-based materials to convince 
the consumers to use more timber materials. We like to see close 
cooperation with your organisation by becoming a partner in 
our campaign. 

MTC: What other areas of improvement 
or further collaboration in addition to the 
campaign can be established that would be 
mutually beneficial to both MTC and 
Centrum Hout?

I think our current working relationship and cooperation with 
MTC Europe is great. We will find practical ways of incorporating 
MTC’s ideas into the campaign. It will be worthwhile. A few 
months ago, we had a very successful webinar organised by MTC 
Europe. Such engagement should be continued. But let’s hope 
that the Covid situation will end and our traders are able to visit 
Malaysia and vice versa. The webinar is a great way to keep both 
our industries abreast of the latest developments. 

Further to that, we are very much in need of information 
especially concerning the Life Cycle Analysis (LCA) to prove in 
an objective way on the performance of Malaysian timber species 
and products. This is necessary to have. 

Centrum Hout is very much willing to connect MTC with other 
stakeholders from different timber sectors including furniture 
and builders.

Timber cladding is one of the timber applications that is 
becoming popular amongst architects to showcase the beauty of 
timber or bio-based products on the exterior in The Netherlands. 
However, timber claddings are subject to the fire rating allowed. 
Much research was carried out to prove the safety aspect of using 
timber on the exterior. We hope that MTC can support Centrum 
Hout in various aspects, not only through information sharing. 
This way, we would be able to include other timber species from 
Malaysia suitable for cladding in the study.  

Centrum Hout is very much willing to 
connect MTC with other stakeholders.

Mr. Paul van den Heuvel – Strong advocate for MTC-Centrum Hout collaboration.



Akin to many business success stories, the Low Fatt group of 
companies started from humble beginnings. It began with a 
young man who had a vision. Driven by a desire to succeed, the 
late Mr. Low Fat started working at a tender age of 16 in logging 
companies in Negeri Sembilan, Pahang and his home state of 
Terengganu in Peninsular Malaysia.  

Through sheer hard work and determination, it did not take 
him long to start buying his own logging trucks and becoming a 
logging contractor as well as obtaining a logging concession and 
carrying out timber harvesting. 

In 1968, he founded Kilang Papan Low Fat Sdn Bhd and ventured 
into sawmilling with the commissioning of a sawmill in this east 
coast state in April 1970. His knowledge of timber, a strong work 
ethic and sound business principles provided the formula for the 
company’s success. That legacy is continued by his sons, Mr. Low 
Ken, Mr. Low Kin Yak and Dato’ Low Kian Chuan, who grew up 
in the industry and received invaluable mentoring and guidance 
from their father. 

Essentially, the Low Fatt group comprises Kilang Papan Low 
Fat Sdn Bhd, Low Fatt Wood Products (Terengganu) Sdn Bhd 
and Low Fatt Wood Industries Sdn Bhd. Mr. Low Ken, the 
eldest of the brothers takes charge of Low Fatt Wood Products 
(Terengganu) Sdn Bhd. He is assisted by his son, Calvin, and 
they focus on sawmilling operation. Mr. Low Kin Yak and his 
son Khong Jiun are managing upstream activities under Kilang 
Papan Low Fat Sdn Bhd.

Through the second generation, a new focus was initiated 
by developing the downstream wood-based production and 
transforming the company into a full-fledged integrated 
wood-based processing and manufacturing organisation. 
This is reflected through the establishment of Low Fatt Wood 
Industries Sdn Bhd.

Says Dato’ Low Kian Chuan who now carries the baton as 
Executive Chairman of Low Fatt Wood Industries Sdn Bhd, “Our 
company creates and sustains value by being recognised as a 
reliable wood-based industry partner who is valued by buyers 
and suppliers, sought-after as an employer and respected by the 
community as well as our competitors.

“The timber industry is very close to my heart. I assisted 
and learned the trade in my late father’s sawmill right after 
graduating from university and have stayed in the timber 

Low Fatt
Group

A proud
heritage with 
extensive 
capabilities
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industry since. In 1986, I went into downstream production as 
founder of Low Fatt Wood Industries Sdn Bhd.

“The launch of the First Industrial Master Plan (1986-1995) by 
the Malaysian government was the primary factor that prompted 
me to set up Low Fatt Wood Industries Sdn Bhd. The First IMP, 
which laid the foundation for the manufacturing sector to become 
the leading growth sector of the economy and promoted the 
processing of natural resources, provided many incentives from 
which we benefitted.” 

Today, Low Fatt Wood Industries Sdn Bhd occupies more than 
30 acres of manufacturing facilities at Ajil, Hulu Terengganu and 
exports to more than 25 countries worldwide. 

The group has grown to become an industry leader in 
manufacturing and marketing of timber and wood-based 
products. With complete timber processing facilities under 
one roof, the company distributes a broad range of kiln-dried 
sawntimber, wooden mouldings, decking, wooden laminated 
scantlings, indoor and outdoor furniture, and engineered veneer 
doors to a wide variety of markets.

Integrated processing facilities

Low Fatt group’s integrated timber processing facilities start from its full-fledged upstream operation with advanced machineries and 
equipment to extract and deliver timber from legal and sustainably managed forests to the plant.

Its midstream operation includes a well-equipped sawmill with a monthly production capacity of 1,500m3. This is complemented by 
two units of timber pressure treatment facilities and 10 units of full-size automated kiln-drying chambers to ensure uninterrupted raw 
materials supply to the company’s downstream operation.

Low Fatt group’s well-organised downstream production comprises state-of-the-art moulders, precision machineries, automatic disc 
spraying system, custom tooling equipment, finger-joint machine, rotary composer and other necessary equipment to achieve highest 
efficiency and to provide optimum quality products for its buyers.

“We carry out stringent quality control by checking and testing the specifications as well as the quality and quantity of the production 
to ensure they conform to the buyers’ orders,” explains Dato’ Low.

Environmental responsibility

Low Fatt Wood Industries believes that long-term protection and conservation of the forest resources, livelihoods for local 
communities, and habitats for animals are uppermost importance for the present and future generations. In this aspect, the company 
uses only timbers originating from legal and traceable sources.

In 2004, Low Fatt Wood Industries achieved the MTCC/PEFC Chain of Custody accreditation, reflecting the company’s commitment to 
meet stringent requirements for sourcing all timbers and wood products from legal and well-managed sources. 
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Dato’ Low Kian Chuan, Executive Chairman of Low Fatt Wood Industries Sdn Bhd.
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Products and timber species used

Low Fatt Wood Industries produces a range of wooden mouldings 
which are essential for decorative features in building interior 
and exterior such as skirtings and casings, decorative ceilings, 
T&G flooring, decking, wall panelling, architraves, bull nose, 
decorative mouldings and claddings, window boards and door 
jambs. 

These moulding products can be produced in Dark Red Meranti 
(Bukit, Seraya, Nemesu), Durian, Light Red Meranti, Kapur, 
Gerutu, Merbau, Geronggang, Merpauh, Mengkulang and 
Simpoh.

The company also has established a good reputation for making 
quality and durable decking products made of high-density 
tropical timbers such as Dark Red Meranti (Bukit, Seraya, 
Nemesu), Red Balau, Yellow Balau and Kapur.

These naturally durable decking products can withstand 
various climate conditions, and are best used in gardens, patios, 
walkways, bridges and other outdoor or indoor construction.
Decking products are available in a variety of surfaces such as 
smooth surface, and anti-slip surface, and reeded surface.

Premium wooden laminated scantlings also produced by the 
company, are used to manufacture windows and doors, and 
components such as door jambs. These lamscants are made from 
timber species such as Dark Red Meranti, Red Meranti, Gerutu 
and Mengkulang due to their durability and strength. 

The wooden laminated scantlings are available in sizes of 
72x86/95/105/115/124&145 (mm) as well as in 63x86/124 (mm) 
and lengths of 800-3,000mm for its solid type while its finger-
joint blocks are available up to 5,900mm in length. The lamscants 
construction is in 3-4 layers and the glue used is in accordance 
with DIN EN 204D4 Class.

November-December 2020 Timber Malaysia

Solid and beautiful lifestyle outdoor furniture from Low Fatt 
Wood Industries help add charm to any garden, fine homes, 
island resorts or exotic restaurants. Each product in the 
collection is a work of art with the beauty of natural wood such 
as Merpauh finished with ultra-violet and water-resistant teak 
oil to maintain the aesthetic look and to withstanding the 
weather elements.

As for its timeless style indoor furniture made of eco-friendly 
Rubberwood (Hevea brasiliensis), all its items are perfectly 
crafted, reasonably priced, and built to last. Bar stool production 
is the company’s specialty, and the stools are available in a 
variety of sizes, designs and specifications to suit the needs 
and taste of customers. Various finishing options are available 
including natural, white, whitewash, medium oak and elegant 
antique finishes.

While the company’s facilities in Terengganu remain the main 
base, Low Fatt Wood Industries’s engineered veneer doors are 
produced by its subsidiary, Maicador Sdn Bhd, situated in the 
state of Penang in the northern region of Peninsular Malaysia.

Set up in 1976, Maicador, an export-oriented manufacturer is an 
acknowledged leader in the production of high quality veneered 
and engineered doors mainly for interior usage. From its 
inception, Maicador has exclusively focused on distinct quality 
doors and only the finest and premium woods namely, Meranti, 
Nyatoh, Red Oak, Cherry and Maple are used in its veneer doors 
range.

“Our success rests on our large pool of skilled talents including 
our engineers, R&D and QC teams, along with our integrated 
manufacturing facilities. With these, we are able to respond 
to special demands and every finished product is individually 
inspected to ensure consistent quality,” assures Dato’ Low who 
is assisted by his sons, Brian and Paul, the third generation in 
continuing the company’s success and legacy. 



Taking risks can take one far. Perhaps to Africa and Latin America, 
that is. Despite having set up Inter Moulding Industries Sdn Bhd 
(IMI) in June 2016, its founder and CEO Mr. Allen Lim Lai Wah is 
no stranger to the timber industry as he had first started off as a 
business development manager in a timber company 16 years 
before that. 

“We have two manufacturing facilities. At IMI1, we produce joinery 
products for the export market using imported hardwood from Africa 
and South America.  At IMI2, we produce white primed outdoor 
panelling, window and door frames.  Both factories are for the export 
market,” Mr. Lim said. 

Inter Moulding caters to a 100% export market focusing on Europe 
and the US with timber species sourced from Central African 
Republic, Cameroon, Republic of Congo and Gabon like Sapele, 
Sipo, Kosipo, Acajou, Iroko, Padouk and Assamela. They also source 
Angelim Pedra, Ipe, Masaranduba and Tauari species from South 
America while they obtain the Western Red Cedar species from 
Canada.

“We supply FSC (Forest Stewardship Council), PEFC (Programme 
for the Endorsement of Forest Certification), TLV (Timber Legality 
Verification) and EUTR (EU Timber Regulation) compliant products. 
Our customers are timber stockists in various countries as we rarely 
supply directly to the industry,” Mr. Lim said. 

KOMO quality demands

“At IMI, we are pioneers in the production of KOMO® finger-jointed 
and laminated licensed products,” he said. KOMO is a Dutch quality 
international certification for the building industry.

He explained that they only use high-quality materials for their 
products because KOMO certification limits the species and quality 
they could use in their production.
  
“In our production, we finger joint and laminate wood into semi-
finished 6-meter beams. We basically transform a natural product 
into an engineered product,” he shared.

Inter Moulding 
Industries 

Dynamism the 
heart of timber biz
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“All KOMO products use single species (not mixed species) and only 
prime grade materials. Tests are done to ensure the glue and wood 
matches for superior bonding.

“Our products will undergo stringent quality test to ensure the 
bonding can withstand the harsh European weather once they’re 
transformed into windows and doors.

Thus, IMI does not use mixed hardwood due to KOMO’s 
requirements.

Necessity is the mother of risk-taking 

When Mr. Lim began his career in the timber industry, he had worked 
using Dark Red Meranti (DRM). 

“As time goes by, the availability of DRM has reduced significantly,” 
he said, citing competition from other mills producing DRM-based 
timber to fit KOMO certifications as well.

“This seriously limited our supply and led us to start sourcing Sapele 
species from Africa.

“With matured experience in importing timber into Malaysia, we began exploring other species and other regions to import from,” he said.

The sourcing from African countries like Cameroon, Congo and countries in Central Africa certainly involves risks. “Volumes are huge, and 
materials are expensive. Payment is made before receiving the cargo from so far away. It is challenging and dicey.”

The year 2020 also saw shortages of shipping vessels and containers, besides low productions at those sawmills. “Uncertain supply and demand 
caused panic and huge fluctuations in timber pricing,” he said.

Current challenges and plans

Back home, Malaysian manufacturers continue to encounter challenges.

“We face the common five “M” issues – money, materials, manpower, machinery and market. Money wise, raw material and manufacturing 
overheads are constantly increasing, so our working capital is rising rapidly but it’s not parallel with our selling prices.

“Raw materials from tropical forest hardwood decrease yearly due to smaller annual allowable cut so that’s a challenge to increase sales 
and turnover.

“Manpower – insufficient numbers of highly-skilled workers in woodworking and constant increases in labour costs can stunt growth and 
development. 

“Machinery wise, current high technology woodworking equipment are very expensive and have long ROI (return of investment).  A weak 
Ringgit and high interest rates make it challenging for us to finance these machines to improve our production automation and efficiencies.    
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Mr. Allen Lim is no stranger to the timber industry.
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“Market wise, developing a new market to accept semi-finished and finished products is difficult when Malaysia is exporting sawn timber to 
these markets,” Mr. Lim said.

All is not lost where there’s a will. He said, “The way we counter these issues are, for example, adding new species and products into our product 
range. We can also reduce labour costs by investing in more automation into the production process.”

Plans are afoot for IMI to increase market awareness and branding of their high-end products by differentiating themselves from their 
competitors through participating in international trade shows as they set their sights on the U.S., Australian and European markets.
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A dynamic, all-rounded business

Reflecting on his wide experience in the timber trade, Mr. Lim is keen to share with the younger generation what they could look 
forward to in the timber industry.

“I have been a mechanical engineer for many years before getting into timber. I started my timber career doing international sales and 
marketing, then local procurement, and later, overseas procurement.

“When our business transactions began to intensify, I implemented digitalisation or ERP (Enterprise Resource Planning) on our 
administration and operations to cope with high volume transaction maintaining high accuracy.

“The timber industry is a very dynamic business, and one needs to have so many types of skills and experiences to do well in it.

“The timber business is not just about buying and selling wood but it covers a lot of other knowledge required like global and local 
micro and macroeconomics, international business and cultural experience, local policy and politics, production knowledge, material 
process experience, material engineering, extremely good PR skills, cashflow management and management skills.

Growth potentials ahead

“Our business has also evolved from trading to production, which 
I am also involved in as Chief Executive Officer, besides leading 
our two production facilities in IMI and being General Manager 
of a trading company called Blue Roots.

“Younger Malaysians prefer to work in a cleaner, safer, organised, 
automated, innovative, and rewarding timber manufacturing 
environment and I don’t see many of such companies in Malaysia. 

“Malaysian companies need to modernise by not only employing 
their kin, but by employing fresh graduates with fresh ideas, 
engaging in modern marketing and branding methods for 
international markets and have R&D for new products and 
species.

“My goal is to slowly transform my company in this direction 
to encourage more from the Malaysian workforce and local 
expertise to be developed in the timber industry,” he said. 



Mr. Alfred Yow, the Founder and Managing Director of A&A 
Chesterfield Sdn Bhd, does not deny that time waits for no 
man and one just can’t turn back the clock, literally. 

“But at A&A Chesterfield, we can help you to time travel back to 
400 years ago, the time of British tribute. We can bring the much 
treasured and priceless Chesterfield class sofa into your living 
room,” explains Mr. Yow.

Established in 2009, A&A Chesterfield is a professional 
manufacturer specialising in producing classic and high-quality 
Chesterfield furniture.

“All our Chesterfield pieces are hand-made individually by our 
experienced craftsmen using the finest natural leather and 
hardwood frames. 

“The A&A Chesterfield Collection represents a selection of our fine 
crafted furniture. Our craftsmen place full emphasis in every detail 
in the manufacturing process, from selection of material to crafting 
of the product. Quality control is extremely stringent throughout.

“We are proud of our reputation in providing the finest quality 
and craftsmanship to the highest possible standard,” he shares.

Learning about sofa-making and Chesterfield

Mr. Yow has over 30 years of experience designing and 
manufacturing high quality, handcrafted leather furniture in 
Malaysia. He started to learn about sofa-making at the age of 19. 

“My interest deepened when I knew about Chesterfield sofa. Since 
then, I have this indissoluble bond with the fine craftsmanship 
from England, the origin of the Chesterfield sofa. As a novice 
those days, I didn’t even know the name of the sofa, which was 
often referred to as buttoned-sofa then.      

“Throughout my full-fledged commitment in making Chesterfield 
sofas, I was eager to know why the Chesterfield sofas were known 
as ‘Mother of all sofa’.

“Well, the Chesterfield sofa is not just a piece of furniture but a 
piece of history. The quintessential Chesterfield is upholstered 
in leathers, rolled arms, equal back and arm height, and nail
head trim. 

“Making every single Chesterfield sofa is a piece of art achieved 
with fine craftsmanship and the greatest sense for incessant 
quality.” 

A&A 
Chesterfield 

Turning the clock 
back four centuries
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How Chesterfield sofa got its name

The term ‘Chesterfield’ was first used to describe a piece of  
sofa-like furniture in the 1800s, but in fact, its origin can be 
traced back to the 1700s. 

This style of sofa was originally commissioned by Lord Philip 
Stanhope, the fourth Earl of Chesterfield, from whom the sofa got 
its name.

Believed to be the most recognisable furniture in the world, the 
Chesterfield sofa’s appearance is of distinct character. 

With its luxury leather, deep buttoning, low back and high arm 
rests, this stylish classic has graduated from the gentlemen’s clubs 
and stately homes of the early British Empire to become a highly 
sought-after furniture item by houseowners from every corner of 
the globe.

INDUSTRY FOCUS 

From Malaysia to England and rest of the world

Each of his highly trained leather specialists has a minimum of five years’ experience in the industry.

“Our aim is to offer great sofas at great prices by attending to our clients’ requirements and to help them create the perfect piece of 
leather Chesterfield furniture. 

“We supply handcrafted fine leather products to more than 60 countries spread across Europe including England the birthplace of 
Chesterfield, Australia, New Zealand, UAE, Saudi Arabia, China, Hong Kong, Japan, Korea, Canada and South Africa. 

“The unique range that our Chesterfield designs offer is extensive, and all products are handmade in Malaysia,” says Mr. Yow, adding 
that all his products come with five-year warranty.
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Mr. Alfred Yow (centre) discussing with his team.



A&A Chesterfield exports about 95% of its production while the 
balance is for local distribution. An OEM manufacturer based in 
Klang, Selangor, the company also specialises in custom-made 
Chesterfield private label sofas for popular brand name brands 
and major catalogues.

Designed for perfection and satisfaction

“Our tailored designs reflect the different ideas and needs of 
our customers whilst maintaining high standard of quality and 
strength. It also demonstrates our ability to custom make to any 
design, using any material of choice.

“Once the design has been chosen, the craftsman begins his work 
by working on the wooden frame. A Chesterfield is designed to 
last a lifetime and it needs a solid foundation and must be crafted 
with care.

“Choosing the best wood to be glued, screwed and dowelled is 
important for further reinforcing the major stress points. A good-
quality Chesterfield comes with a frame made of quality timber, 
in our case, seasoned beech hardwood, and chunkier rails to 
withstand the rigours of daily use. 

“From our humble beginnings to now, we have manufactured and 
sold more than 18,000 sets of our Chesterfield sofas. Although 
available in 18 different classical and vintage designs including 
the original Chesterfield design, the element of timelessness and 
elegance has remained in our sofas.

“Our vision is to gain world-class recognition as the leading 
Chesterfield furniture manufacturer in Malaysia in terms 
of quality and quantity output. Our mission is to enhance 
business growth for our business partners through total quality 
fulfillment of individual requirements,” concludes Mr. Yow. 
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A good-quality 
Chesterfield comes 
with a frame made 

of quality timber.



Henry Ford had once said, “Coming together is a beginning, 
staying together is progress, and working together is success.”  
For executive director Mr. Chua Song Fong who is also the 
President of The Timber Exporters’ Association of Malaysia 
(TEAM), this saying about collaborations seems to sum up his 
company True Acclaim’s modus operandi from its early days 
until now. 

His father, the late Mr. Chua Chong An, had joined the timber 
industry in 1973. It was later in 1985 that the senior Mr. Chua 
had founded a timber company called Pio Hardwoods (M) Sdn 
Bhd together with his partner, Mr. Richard Wong. 

“After 22 years, they parted ways on very good terms to make 
way for the second generation,” Mr. Chua said. “My father then 
bought a timber company called True Acclaim Sdn Bhd from his 
friend who had retired from the timber industry.” From there, his 
father continued exporting mainly sawntimbers through True 
Acclaim. 

In recent years, True Acclaim has started to venture into 
mouldings, finger joints and lamscants through partnership with 
local factories. “We don’t produce it ourselves but tap onto their 
manufacturing capacities to provide these products,” he said, 
explaining that sawntimber still makes up about 70 to 80% of his 
company’s business.

“We use Dark Red Meranti (Bukit, Nemusu and Seraya) and 
Meranti DUC. Other species we use include Gerutu, Merbau, 
Keruing and Mengkulang, all sourced from Peninsular Malaysia,” 
he said. “We also export Balau and Kapur although in much 
smaller volumes,” he added. 

About 80% of their products are from Dark Red Meranti while the 
rest are made up of the other species mentioned. 

According to Mr. Chua, about 99% of its products are for the 
international export market in the US and Europe. “Ninety 
percent of our products are PEFC-certified like our Meranti which 
goes to The Netherlands, Belgium, France, Germany, Poland and 
the UK.” 

“We believe in and are supportive of PEFC because sustainable 
materials are the way forward,” he said. 

True 
Acclaim

Travelling together 
makes journeys 
shorter
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Climate and coronavirus affecting supplies

He reckoned the COVID-19 situation has affected about 30% 
of their business. “It is due to both the pandemic as well as the 
unstable supply of raw material,” he explained.

However, we are still sustainable because as an established 
company, we still have some reserves to weather the storm,” 
he said.

“The pandemic has thrown everyone into chaos in terms of 
meeting production demands. It started with the COVID-19, 
but it is now also affected by the current monsoon season.

“For PEFC-certified forests, you have to adhere strictly to the 
MC&I (Malaysian Criteria & Indicators for Forest Management 
Certification) requirements. When it’s rainy with mudslides, these 
factors could damage the environment should logging proceed. As 
such, log production has been significantly reduced.

“This is a rather normal occurrence, so, we would usually stock up 
raw materials before the monsoon season begins. However, due 
to COVID-19 a lot of factories and mills are unable to stock up on 
materials on time.”

INDUSTRY FOCUS 

The monsoon at this time of the year usually drenches the East Coast states of Peninsular Malaysia. However, other states within the 
peninsula like Selangor and even Perak are also experiencing heavy showers.

Production optimism, reliable partners

“Our company believes there is still a lot of production capacity in Malaysia,” he said, adding that the trend is moving towards buying 
value-added products. 

“In the past few years, we have been searching for partnerships. We want to partner with reliable local factories to collaborate with 
them to sell timber products to our existing customers and markets. 

“With this COVID-19, you can’t travel overseas. So, I try to travel more locally to try to find suitable partners,” he said. 

November-December 2020 Timber Malaysia

Mr. Chua Song Fong making sure the sawntimber he supplies are of high quality. 
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“As an exporter, our strength is in markets and capitals. Most in the timber industry are SME’s. So, when you’re focused on getting raw 
materials and production, you need someone reliable to market your products for you. That’s where we come in to play a collaborative 
role with local factories,” Mr. Chua said. 

He said with his company’s over 40 years of experience, they have the marketing strength to maintain existing markets while 
penetrating new markets as they are not focused on running the factory but only needing to stock up on raw material and concentrate 
in marketing.

That said, when it comes to value-added products, Mr. Chua found this concept a challenge: “It’s hard for us to quantify the ‘value’ that 
goes into a product as we do end up with more ‘work-added products’,” he said. He elaborated: “Let’s say you pay an office cleaner RM50 
per hour. But they’re unable to charge you further if they’re also able to organise your space while cleaning or when they do an excellent 
job at cleaning. So that’s what I mean. Although a lot of work could have gone into the production of the ‘value-added product’, we’re 

still unable to charge a premium for the wood product. “This is 
my own definition of course, but I find many of us in the industry 
are facing this and we want to break away from this scenario,” he 
said. “I hope to learn from others who are able to do so.” 

He said he knew several timber manufacturers and exporters 
doing a good job so he tries to learn from them. 

Looking forward, Mr. Chua hopes to find affordable technology 
that could help timber companies to gather data in such a way 
that it would help facilitate and expedite the decision-making 
process. “If I have to decide on what to buy or sell, the more 
information I have, the better I could make a decision,” he said. 
“Digitisation with simple AI could help us to control and manage 
our cashflow, keep tab of our stock levels and perform year-on-
year sales figure, stock and make other comparisons. However, 
this is very costly so perhaps we could look into ways to help 
companies bridge into this advancement,” he shared. 
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Set up in 1970 in the deeply historic town of Tanah Merah (‘red 
land’ in Malay or laterite earth), Trengganu Forest Products 
Sdn Bhd began its operations. The company later diversified 
into downstream activities where along with this evolution in 
its business, its new name was officially registered as T-Forest 
Holdings Sdn Bhd in 1997.  

Much later, New Wing Ying Wood Products Sdn Bhd was 
established as an associate company in 2016 to take over and 
upgrade the manufacturing activities in the group. Together, the 
group of companies have been and is still helmed by its managing 
director, Mr. Thong Chee Hong.

Both companies under the group have been producing mainly 
rotary peeled veneer from Rubberwood and various forest 
species. They also produce plywood (general grade, furniture 
grade and floor base) as well as sawntimber.

According to Mr. Thong, his company sources various local 
hardwood species and Rubberwood from around Kelantan and 
northern Perak. “Our products’ sales comprise of 80% which is 
exported whereas 20% goes to the domestic market,” he said.

T-Forest and New Wing Ying’s export markets are India where 
Keruing is in demand while for China, Jelutong and other white 
wood species are in demand.

Like the Sungai Kelantan river which meanders through Tanah 
Merah and winds its way towards the South China Sea, T-Forest 
and New Wing Ying have slowly gained their niche and exposure 
in the export market via marketing platforms and trading 
groups they had been invited to join online, said Mr. Thong.

“We have also upgraded our production lines with new advanced 
technology peeling machines and a drying system imported 
from China,” he shared. “These are compact, automatic, and easy 
to install types of production equipment.”

The new machinery has raised their factory’s overall 
productivity. “Housekeeping on the production floor is also 
easier to manage now,” he said. “Improvement in productivity is 

T-Forest
Holdings

Steady growth: 
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by an average of about 10 to 15%.  Besides the faster speed, there is also better material recovery.”

Speaking of material recovery, Mr. Thong shared his thoughts on the way forward.

“Timber is a renewable resource and a relatively low carbon footprint, low wastage material.  It is a very versatile material in both its 
original solid and reconstituted form.  With improved technology, the application of timber could be further diversified.  
 
“Malaysia has an abundant source of timber - natural forest, forest plantations as well as oil palm timber and Rubberwood. Moving 
forward, the timber industry in the country has great potential which has yet to be tapped,” he shared.

He also said that with the right policies, timber resources could be sustainably exploited, and incentives and grants offered to 
entrepreneurs to upgrade their production and handling machinery would enhance safety and waste management on the production 
floor.

Getting the younger ones in

“Process specialisation will help to make the industry more vibrant as production plants can be smaller. With less investment capital 
involved, entrepreneur entry into the industry could be made easier. The authorities should provide initiatives to encourage 
factories to utilise locational advantage of raw material, skilled manpower, market and other related factors.
 
“The younger generation is increasingly aware and passionate about the protection of the environment, so the green advantages of timber 
should be better introduced to the public. And with the improvement and development of the industry, it will attract young people to take 
up vocations in this field,” Mr. Thong said.

INDUSTRY FOCUS 
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Charting the next course forward

“We were one of the pioneer timber processing complexes in the timber industry in Peninsular Malaysia, with a large built-in capacity 
involving big machinery and equipment such as steam boilers, peeling machine, dryers, etc. – all of which require a lot of floor space.”  
Transitioning from the old to new requires strategic planning, foresight and time. “With changing demands from new growing 
markets, more than a decade ago, we realised that if we do not upgrade and adapt, we will not be able to compete.  So, we slowed down 
our activities to a minimum for a few years to give us time to contemplate on our future plans,” Mr. Thong said.  

Thus, about four years ago, as their first step forward, New Wing Ying Wood Products was birthed to take over further production 
activities and to upgrade their veneer section. 

“We have set up 10 new peeling lines which enable us to venture into new markets such as India where demand is growing significantly.  
The focus is on 0.3mm face veneer. The plan is to put in another five to 10 lines as we gain our market share. 

“Our new plant located in Gerik, Kelantan has a floor area of more than 120,000 sq.ft. The plan for this plant is to produce veneer, 
special requirement plywood and the main product – engineered flooring, using efficient new technology machinery.  

When asked if there were any special plans to commemorate T-Forests’ 50th anniversary this year, Mr. Thong replied, “There are no 
celebration plans at the moment. Celebrations will be called for when we have all our plans realised, the production plants up and 
running on stream and a new milestone has been achieved. We are targeting a time frame of about two to three years.”

And the work goes on. 
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TIMBER MALAYSIA catches up with interior designer, 
Ismail Chik, to get an insight of his love for all things 
natural, timber in particular.

Ismail and his passion

Ismail graduated as an interior designer from La Salle College of 
the Arts, Singapore in 1987. Some of the subjects he studied were 
history of arts and architecture. There were additional subjects 
such as pottery making, painting and sculpturing during the 
foundation years. 

He recalls fondly, “We had to do this hands-on. We would throw clay 
on a spinning wheel and turned them into pots, as well as painted the 
surrounding nature and sculpted in wood.

“I discovered that I love to sculpt using Meranti from door frames 
of old buildings. Some of the sculptures I did were my own initial 
‘I’, ‘My Mother’s Tongue’ and ‘The Dancer and Torso’ during the 
foundation years. 

“Then I designed and built my own armchair in the school workshop. 
This chair was selected and exhibited in some exhibitions and, later, 
featured in the book on ‘Arts for Secondary School’ in Singapore.”

Bali experience

After graduating, Ismail practised as an interior designer with three 
international firms for 11 years. He designed a five-star resort hotel in 
Bali, Indonesia with a team of designers from Singapore. His boss was 
a Danish architect.

“I was entrusted to design and build the five-star resort hotel in 
Bali, Indonesia. I stayed in Bali for four years to design the hotel 
lobby, administration office, ballroom, restaurant, cafeteria, 
lounge and bedrooms in 10 different designs. The total number of 
bedrooms was 500. 

“I researched and studied the Balinese culture and their ways of 
life. I went to the villages and learned to sculpt, paint and beautify 

Timber is 
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Damai Ara House – One of IDr Ismail Chik’s projects 
beautifully adorned with timber.
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their gardens. The Balinese were born artists, since young they paint, sculpt and produce various forms of arts using natural materials 
especially wood. 

“Every weekend, I spent my time and leisurely stayed at the artist village learning the arts and mingled with the Balinese artists, both young 
and old. 

“It was a good starting point for my career as with the knowledge, I developed my design ideas and introduced them into the five stars resort 
hotel in Nusa Dua, Bali. We used only natural materials such as wood, clay, stones from the mountains and corals from the sea,” Ismail shares.

Nature’s inspiration

Ismail loves nature, to start with. He enjoys going to the beach, watching the waves, sun tanning, watching the sunrise and sunset, looking at 
the surrounding forests and vegetation, and sketching and painting the nature.
 
“I collected driftwood and seashells, corals and turned them into art works. I used these materials for my projects especially for residential 
design.

“I have this natural-instinct and love for wood. I love bamboos, canes, coconut trunks, tree barks, leaves and various wood such as Teak, 
Nangka, Keruing, Meranti, Nyatoh, Merbau, Balau and Mahogany.

A CASE FOR TIMBER 
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Balau, Chengal and Merbau are among the timbers used
in Damai Ara House.
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“Most of my designs use lots of wood and other natural materials. I mix and blend these natural materials to produce a rustic tropical design. 
They are so natural and warm, everlasting, and evergreen. I love the quality of wood, its sensation, colours and appearances. You always feel close 
to nature when using them,” Ismail enthuses.

Balau is used for the roof trusses, rafters, struts, ceiling panels and beams.



IDr Ismail Chik – Loves the quality of wood, its sensation, 
colours and appearances.

Talking about timber

Most of the timber Ismail uses are sourced from a major supplier in 
Terengganu. He also sources from Pahang through a dealer whom 
he has known for 15 years. He also uses reclaimed timber which he 
scouts from shops along the streets in Johor and Kuala Lumpur.

“I used Balau for roof trusses, rafters, struts, ceiling panels 
and beams. Whereas Chengal is used for railings, balustrades, 
doors, windows and floorboards. These timbers are densed, hard 
and lasting. They blend well with our climate and surrounding 
environment. 

“Teak and Mahogany timbers are mainly for my loose furniture, 
tables and chairs. At times, I used Merbau for the floorboards,” 
explains Ismail. 

Favourite theme and concept

Ismail loves the tropical rustic theme, i.e., tropical vernacular 
design houses. 

He elaborates, “This theme and concept mostly use lots of 
timber. Wood blends well with concrete and other natural 
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materials such as terracotta, slates, pebbles and other natural stones. These materials when mixed with modern elements such as glass 
and metal look natural and everlasting. It fills your heart with warmth and joy.

“I have designed a 12,000 sq ft space of a two-storey bungalow with a built-up area of 8,000 sq ft using lots of Balau, Chengal and 
Merbau. It was a modern tropical house which I designed and built on a narrow trapezium piece of land. The facade was only 40 ft wide 
but as you enter further inside, the land opens wider and wider. The back area was 90 ft wide.

“The main house occupied half of the land area. The other half was turned into a large garden with a wooden guesthouse at the end. I 
used Merbau for the doors and windows, Balau for the roof trusses and ceiling panels, and Chengal for the decks and patios.

“The timbers were all coated with a matte and natural wood preservatives to retain the natural look. It was situated at Ara Damansara, 
Petaling Jaya and I named it the ‘Damai Ara House’.

Most of the timber Ismail uses are sourced from Terengganu.



Views on current trends 

To Ismail, today’s interior design trend is of ‘minimalist design’, which uses lots of glass, metal, concrete, bricks and plastic materials. “It may 
look practical and chic but these materials absorb lots of heat from the sun and convert the building into an ‘oven’. Then they introduced the air-
conditioning system for the interiors everywhere. I think in the long run it can be unhealthy as one is always confined in air-conditioned space 
for long hours.

“As compared to a house which is built with timber and other natural materials, you can always open the windows and doors to let the natural 
air flow into the spaces and not necessarily to use air-conditioners often. This way, I think it makes one healthier.

“Buildings with man-made materials such as concrete, metals and glass contribute to drastic climate change. Therefore, we require the natural 
materials to reduce the drastic heat change and we need to live in a more natural environment to be healthy,” he explains.

A vote for timber

Ismail laments that it really does not make sense that with so many beautiful natural timbers that Malaysia has, many house owners, designers 
and architects remain reluctant to specify timbers in their design. 

“Timber makes one feel comfortable and warm. We have to live with nature and be close to nature.

“Therefore, introducing the timber element into the design and combining it with other materials will always be better than just being trendy. 
Using non-natural materials will only worsen our climate condition.

“This is the reality. We can be modern and trendy but yet our design has to blend with nature and be more comfortable to live in by introducing 
the timber element into the design,” concludes Ismail. 
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Ismail introduces the timber element into his designs for a more natural feel.
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CLT panels are overlaid to create a multi-paneled façade that spirals and crests towards the open sky. 
Photo credit: yankodesign.com.



Kengo Kuma and Associates, an architecture firm based in Japan, has 
designed a semi-open and temporarily placed pavilion in the heart of 
Harumi, Japan.
 
Built for art performances, events and showcases, the pavilion will 
be deconstructed and repurposed in the future for another pavilion 
located in Hiruzen National Park of Japan’s Okayama Prefecture. 

Similar to the mountain’s summit in Hiruzen, Kengo Kuma’s pavilion 
was built and layered in such a way that depicts a melding of both the 
shoulder of a rocky mountain and a greenhouse drenched in sunlight.

The designers behind Harumi’s temporary pavilion used a steel frame 
as the structure’s base, over which CLT panels were overlaid to create 
a multi-paneled facade that spirals and crests towards the open sky. 

CLT panels, or Cross-Laminated Timber, are appealing for their 
prefabricated, lightweight yet durable quality and their neat 
installation process which has a low overall environmental impact. 
While the CLT panels form a zig-zag pattern and overlap one another 
from their orthogonal gluing process, exposed gaps of open-air 
needed covering. 

Preparing for fits of bad weather, the architecture firm bordered the 
gaps of air with transparent pieces of copolymer film called, TEFKA. 
Dr. Kengo Kuma said that the weather-resistant film, “is lighter 
than glass and so pliable as to be rolled to transport it. It is the ideal 
material for relocation and reconstruction. It also has the perfect 
transparency we have sought.”

By implementing clear, glass-like plastic film to maintain a closed 
space within the pavilion, while maintaining the zig-zag pattern of 
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the CLT patterns, shadows of sunlight turn this public pavilion into a 
glittering forest maze during peak sunlight hours. 

Additionally, inside the interior exhibition, odes to the natural world 
and forestry run rampant. In rooms like, “The Forest Room”,
tornado-like, crossed panels of timber resemble the monolithic 
vigour and longevity of wooded forests. 

The CLT panels were made using timber from Japanese Cypress trees, 
obtained from Japan’s Okayama Prefecture, where the team at Kengo 
Kuma plan on relocating their semi-open-air pavilion. 

Source: yankodesign.com 

The Forest Room. Photo credit: yankodesign.com.



In terms of implementing key tasks scheduled for 2020 and 
reflecting on progress made by the constituted bodies throughout 
the year, the Dialogues delivered well. The success is less clear in 
terms of advancing discussions on outstanding issues. Overall, the 
Dialogues fared better at keeping parties talking than at moving the 
talks forward.

Opening the session, Ms. Marianne Karlsen (Norway), SBI Chair, 
stressed that despite the COVID-19 pandemic, 2020 remains a vital 
year for climate action and called for continued progress. She said 
the Climate Dialogues aim to ensure that key tasks scheduled for 
2020 are conducted, progress made throughout the year is reflected, 
and views and experiences are shared.

Mr. Tosi Mpanu-Mpanu (Democratic Republic of the Congo), SBSTA 
Chair, said the Dialogues were an opportunity to implement events 
mandated for 2020, interact with the various constitutive bodies, 
and deepen understanding of outstanding issues.

UNFCCC Executive Secretary Ms. Patricia Espinosa (Mexico) 
underscored that, despite less than ideal conditions, there is a 
need to make progress on the climate agenda, build ambition, 
and ensure COP 26 is successful. She welcomed recent leadership 
and momentum, and urged robust Nationally Determined 
Contributions, completion of the tasks required to operationalise 
the Paris Agreement, and continued climate ambition. 

Source: Earth Negotiations Bulletin, Vol. 12 No. 777 | 7 December 2020.

UN Climate 
Dialogues
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Nearly 8,000 people tuned in to the webcasted events. Photo credit: IISD.

Parties to the United Nations Framework Convention on Climate 
Change (UNFCCC) and the Paris Agreement were planning to 
meet in Glasgow in November 2020 for the 26th meeting of 
the Conference of the Parties (COP 26). However, due to the 
COVID-19 pandemic, COP 26 was postponed to 2021. 
While a face-to-face meeting was not possible, the UNFCCC 
decided to hold a series of virtual events to keep climate action 
and momentum alive, implement mandated events for 2020, 
and discuss ongoing and emerging issues, such as a
 sustainable recovery from the pandemic.

The Climate Dialogues were conducted under the guidance of the 
Chairs of the Subsidiary Body for Implementation (SBI) and the 
Subsidiary Body for Scientific and Technological Advice (SBSTA), 
as well as the Chilean Presidency of COP 25 and the incoming UK 
Presidency of COP 26.

Over the course of 10 days, from 23 November – 4 December 2020, 
nearly 60 openly webcasted events took place and nearly 8,000 
people tuned in. Several events related to the work of the constituted 
bodies, which are the bodies that focus on implementing various 
aspects of the Convention and the Paris Agreement. These technical 
bodies provided updates on their work and future plans and received 
feedback from parties and non-party stakeholders.

Although it was agreed that formal negotiations or decision-making 
would not take place at these events given their virtual format, 
several non-broadcasted party-only events took place on outstanding 
negotiation issues, such as on Article 6 of the Paris Agreement 
(market and non-market mechanisms) or common time frames for 
nationally determined contributions. These were aimed at increasing 
common understanding and ensuring progress towards reaching 
decisions at COP 26.

November-December 2020 Timber Malaysia

UNFCCC Executive Secretary, Ms. Patricia Espinosa. 
Photo credit: IISD.
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Amidst the COVID-19 pandemic, the 56th session of the 
International Tropical Timber Council (ITTC) and the Associated 
Sessions of its four Committees met virtually for the first time 
from 9-13 November 2020. The Council adopted five decisions 
and approved financing projects, pre-projects, and activities. The 
decisions cover:
• the adoption of the International Tropical Timber Organization  
 (ITTO) Biennial Work Programme (BWP) for 2021-2022;
• the next phase of the ITTO’s New Financing Architecture,  
 (NFA) instituting a programmatic approach to financing and  
 streamlined project cycle;
• the extension of the current ITTO Strategic Action Plan  
 through 2021 so the ITTO Secretariat can prepare and present a  
 new draft SAP; and
• the selection of the next ITTO Executive Director (ED).

The Council also debated whether to extend the treaty governing the 
ITTO, the International Tropical Timber Agreement, 2006, which 
is due to expire in December 2021 unless extended or renegotiated. 
During the discussion, everyone who spoke indicated support for 
extending the Agreement for another five years, but some Member 
States need time to complete domestic and legal consultations before 
they could formally agree on such a decision. This decision was 
postponed until ITTC-57.

ITTC-56 also discussed the preliminary findings of the Biennial 
Review and Assessment of the International Timber Situation, 
reviewed ITTO’s ongoing policy work, and heard a report on the 
impacts of COVID-19 on ITTO operations and procedures.

In opening the session, ITTC-56 Chair Mr. Björn Merkell (Sweden) 
expressed confidence that the virtual Council session would prove 
successful. He said COVID-19 pandemic has negatively affected 
the tropical timber sector, with production, exports, demand, and 
employment down and global supply chains disrupted. 

He noted the preliminary findings of an ITTO report suggesting that 
the tropical timber sector is likely to recover to pre-crisis volumes 
only by 2026, with Latin America most affected, followed by South 
East Asia. Saying crises also give rise to opportunities, he suggested 
ITTO is well placed to assist in the recovery of the tropical forest 
sector by providing sound information on tropical timber markets, 

56th Session of ITTC
GLOBAL COMMUNITY

Head of the Malaysian delegates, Mr. Pubadi Govindasamy, Senior Undersecretary 
of the Timber, Tobacco and Kenaf Industries Development Division, Ministry of 

Plantation Industries and Commodities. Photo credit: IISD.

promoting success stories on SFM, landscape restoration and legal 
and sustainable supply chains, and funding country-driven projects.

The Council also approved Mr. Mohd. Kheiruddin Mohd. Rani 
(Malaysia) and Mr. Jesse Mahoney (Australia) as ITTC-57 Chair and 
Vice Chair, respectively. Mr. Mohd. Kheiruddin told the Council he 
was comforted by the way ITTC-56 was ending with understanding 
and cooperation between the caucuses, perhaps because of prior 
agreement that the virtual session would not address controversial 
issues with minimal chance of achieving consensus. He expressed 
hope that ITTC-57 would continue the cooperative atmosphere 
even though all issues will be back on the table. He highlighted two 
concerns about ITTO: the large number of approved projects facing 
sunsetting, and the arrears in payment of assessments by Producer 
countries.

ITTC-56 succeeded virtually in no small part because delegates 
remained focused on the critical tasks at hand. While routine Council 
business was still conducted, such as approving projects, pre-projects, 
and activities for funding, reviewing policy work, adopting the 
financial audit report, and awarding fellowships, those tasks took a 
back seat to the discussions on extending ITTA, 2006, determining 
whether to select a new ED, approving the NFA’s next steps, and 
adopting the BWP. 

Source: Earth Negotiations Bulletin, Vol. 24 No. 90 | 16 November 2020.
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ITTC-56 and the Associated Sessions of its four Committees met virtually 
for the first time. Photo credit: IISD.

ITTO Executive Director, Mr. Gerhard Dieterle (left) and ITTC-56 Chair Mr. Björn 
Merkell participating in the session. Photo credit: IISD.
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The 2020 UN Biodiversity Conference was originally scheduled 
to take place in Kunming, China, in October 2020. But, like most 
multilateral meetings in 2020, the conference was postponed due 
to the COVID-19 pandemic. However, the Convention on Biological 
Diversity (CBD) still needed its parties to convene to pass an interim 
budget for 2021 since the current budget for the Secretariat runs 
out on 31 December 2020 and there is a pressing need to keep the 
Secretariat operating and enable parties to pay their dues in 2021.

Thus, the second extraordinary meeting of the CBD Conference of the 
Parties (ExCOP 2), the first extraordinary meeting of the Conference 
of the Parties serving as the Meeting of the Parties to the Cartagena 
Protocol on Biosafety and the first extraordinary meeting of the 
Conference of the Parties serving as the Meeting of the Parties to 
the Nagoya Protocol on Access to Genetic Resources and the Fair and 
Equitable Sharing of Benefits Arising from their Utilization convened 
in a virtual setting.

The meeting was formally opened on 16 November 2020, by the 
presentation of the draft budget. Parties were given 72 hours to 
raise any objections in writing. If no objections were raised, the 
budget would be considered adopted. On 19 November 2020, COP 
14 President Dr. Yasmine Fouad announced a brief suspension of the 
meeting until 25 November 2020 for further consultations among 
parties to resolve a written objection. After another 48-hour “silence 
procedure”, on 27 November 2020, President Fouad announced the 
successful adoption of the budget and closed the ExCOP by written 
communication.

The interim budget for 2021 consists of “old” and “new” monies. 
Relating to old monies, the ExCOP extended the validity of funds 
allocated in the 2019-2020 budget associated with the costs of the 
meetings of the COP and its subsidiary bodies that are postponed 
from the biennium 2019-2020, and authorised the carry-over of 

Extraordinary Meeting  
of COP to CBD 

these funds, estimated at USD 3,804,900 to be spent in 2021 for all 
bodies under the CBD and its Protocols. 

Relating to new monies, the ExCOP approved, on an exceptional 
basis, a core 2021 programme budget of USD 16,772,626 for the CBD 
and its Protocols, with a split of 74:15:11 for sharing the costs for 
secretariat services among the Convention, the Cartagena Protocol, 
and the Nagoya Protocol.

The successful adoption of the interim budget for 2021 is an 
indispensable step towards a post-2020 framework. It provides 
financial certainty for a new year that will still be marked by the 
uncertainty brought on by the COVID-19 pandemic. The process of 
the small informal budget group demonstrates that it is possible to 
negotiate and agree on sensitive matters in a virtual setting, with 
a balanced representation by parties from all five UN regions, and 
with the support of all actors including the COP Presidency, Bureau, 
Secretariat, and an experienced Chair.  

Source: Earth Negotiations Bulletin, Vol. 9 No. 753 | 30 November 2020.

CBD COP14 President, Dr. Yasmine Fouad. Photo credit: IISD.



On the fifth anniversary of the adoption of the Paris Agreement, 
the United Nations, United Kingdom, and France, in partnership 
with Chile and Italy, co-convened a high-level event to mobilise 
government and non-governmental leaders to demonstrate their 
commitment to the Paris Agreement and the multilateral process. 
The summit was the third in a series of high-level events intended 
to support the UN Framework Convention on Climate Change 
(UNFCCC) in delivering higher ambition by providing a high-level 
platform for new pledges.

Similar to UN Secretary-General Mr. António Guterres’s 2019 
Climate Action Summit, only countries and stakeholders making 
new and ambitious announcements were given a speaking slot. 
Unlike previous climate summits, the COVID-19 pandemic forced the 
event to take place in a virtual format, largely through pre-recorded 
statements interspersed with brief thematic videos on climate 
ambition, adaptation, energy, finance, and agriculture, among others.

The 111 speakers included Heads of State and Government as 
well as non-governmental actors representing youth, subnational 
governments, business, indigenous peoples, and civil society. 
Statements coalesced around four themes: new and enhanced Paris 
Agreement medium-term plans, known as nationally determined 
contributions (NDCs); long-term low greenhouse gas (GHG) emission 
development strategies, as requested by the Paris Agreement, and 
mid-century net zero carbon dioxide and GHG emissions targets; 
adaptation plans and strategies; and climate finance.

A total of 75 leaders announced new commitments, some of which 
had already been communicated in recent months or days, or 
indicated ongoing work. These included 45 relating to NDCs, 24 
relating to net zero emissions commitments, and 20 relating to 
adaptation and resilience plans. Major announcements included:
• China’s NDC-related commitment to lower its carbon dioxide  
 emissions per unit of gross domestic product (GDP) by over 65%  
 by 2030, from 2005 levels;

Climate Ambition 
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UN Secretary-General, Mr. António Guterras. Photo credit: IISD.

• The European Union’s NDC-related pledge to reduce GHG  
 emissions by at least 55% from 1990 levels by 2030;
• The UK’s NDC-related target of reducing GHG emissions at least  
 68% below 1990 levels by 2030;
• Various announcements of higher NDC targets by developing  
 countries;
• Net zero-related pledges by developed and developing countries,  
 and subnational and non-state actors; and
• Mitigation-related pledges from companies from the   
 manufacturing, industry, aviation, transport, technology, and  
 fashion industries.

Speakers highlighted nature-based solutions, phasing down coal and 
support for fossil fuels, and scaling up renewable energy. Leaders 
also highlighted green recovery plans, namely combining climate 
action with job creation to recover from the pandemic, and the need 
for further support to developing countries for climate action. Youth, 
indigenous peoples, and other civil society speakers called for action, 
including higher ambition on mitigation, adaptation, and finance, and 
for their inclusion in decision making and implementation of climate 
action.

Closing the event, held on 12 December 2020, UNFCCC’s 26th 
Meeting of the Conference of Parties President-designate Mr. Alok 
Sharma, Secretary of State for Business, Energy, and Industrial 
Strategy, UK, lauded the announcements and progress made on 
ambition in this regard. He observed, however, that what counts in 
the end is the gap remaining between current pledges and what is 
needed to put the world on track to limit global warming to 1.5°C 
below pre-industrial levels. Mr. Sharma suggested ambition in this 
regard remains insufficient and noted that if the Paris Agreement 
represented “the dawn of an age of hope for our planet”, now was “the 
time for increased ambition and action”. 

Source: Earth Negotiations Bulletin, Vol. 12 No. 778 | 15 December 2020.
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Green recovery plans were among the matters highlighted. Photo credit: IISD.



By Joy Crane, Editor, 
Wood Southern Africa & Timber Times

When it comes to tropical natural forests, journalists, researchers 
and activists prefer to concentrate on “negative” topics. These 
include illegal logging, arson, poaching, destruction of biodiversity, 
and the irresponsible actions of governments, industrialists
and communities. 

Their diligence and the world’s focus on climate change are 
increasing the pressure for and implementing sustainable forest 
management that focuses on conserving the natural habitats of 
plants and animals and respecting the rights of forestry workers 
and local communities.

Forest Europe and the UN Food and Agriculture Organization 
(FAO), define sustainable forest management as:
“The stewardship and use of forests and forest lands in a way, 
and at a rate, that maintains their biodiversity, productivity, 
regeneration capacity, vitality and their potential to fulfil, 
now and in the future, relevant ecological, economic and social 
functions, at local, national, and global levels, and that does not 
cause damage to other ecosystems.”

Sapulut FMU

In September 1997, Malaysia’s Sabah state signed a Sustainable 
Forest Management Licence Agreement with the Sapulut Forest 
Development company (SFD) to oversee 93,500 ha within the 
Sapulut Forest Reserve’s Forest Management Unit (FMU) for 99 
years.

Robert Mijol of the Sabah Forest Department says the licence 
allows SFD to set up an industrial timber plantation area to 
reforest clear-felled sites and perform selective logging operations 
in natural forests. 

SFD also agrees to abide by all existing forestry laws and policies 
and commit to achieving forest sustainability and economic 

Sustainable forest 
management
for the
planet, 
people 
and
profit
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SFD’s industrial tree plantation.
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balance, protecting the area from illegal loggers and poachers and 
preventing and fighting forest fires. 

Teddy Sius, the executive manager of the FMU, explains that their 
land use includes: 
• Natural forest management (NFM)
• Industrial tree plantation (ITP)
• Conservation area (CA).

Inventories of accountability

Several journalists (invited by the Malaysian Timber Council to 
visit SFD last November) were seen holding maps of the licensed 
logging area along with a summary of the area, the name of the 
licensed company, the contractor, estimated taxes to be collected 
from the logs, number of tags for different species.

If the diameter of a tree is less than the allowed dimension for a 
specific species according to the inventory, it cannot be marked 
for logging. Dipterocarps must not be below 60cm while non-resin 
trunks must not be below 50cm. 

Colours are used in the tagging system to demarcate the different 
types of trees in the area. For instance, blue tags are for mother trees, 
yellow tags for protected species, and orange tags are for the trees 
which will be felled for construction of logging roads within the 
harvesting area. Then, white tags will go on trees marked for felling. 
Endangered species will not be tagged as they cannot be cut. 
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SFD’s seedling nursery cum staff quarters and administrative office.

BASIL planting method pioneered by SFD.

SFD executive manager, Mr. Teddy Sius.

Sabah Forest Department’s Mr. Robert Mijol.
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Natural forests and RIL

Sapulut’s 52,552 ha of natural forests are managed according to a 25-year rotation cycle. The company uses the reduced impact logging 
(RIL) technique and procedures. Sius says RIL significantly reduces damage to the residual tree stock, soil and water quality compared 
to conventional logging. “This is because only trees of specific diameters (DBH), height and species are selected to be harvested using 
felling and extraction methods that cause significantly less disturbance to the rest of the forest.”

Industrial plantations

Sapulut’s industrial tree planting area (ITP) covers 21,970 ha. It is presently planting Albizia (Paraserianthes falcataria) and white and 
red Laran (Neolamarkia cadamba and Neolamarcia macrophylla). The trees are fast-growing and managed according to a 10 to 12-years 
rotation cycle.  The company’s silviculture system includes research and development of tissue cultures and seedlings. Sapulut is looking 
at the possibility of introducing Eucalyptus Pelita due to its superior performance.

Sius says SFD is pioneering the buffer alternative strip internal line (BASIL) planting method. “The BASIL system maintains the forest’s 
environment and biological value and meets the need for short-term rotation. The BASIL methods involve harvesting and replanting 
trees in strips between segments of forests, resulting in a zebra-like pattern of forest plantation and buffer-zones.

“The buffer zones provide a myriad of environmental and biological services for the tree plantation. They provide fire breaks for the 
planted trees, habitat for beneficial insects to keep pests and diseases under control and microclimate conducive for the growth of trees.

“As BASIL is an evolving system, and Sapulut is constantly innovating, there will be changes to ensure an optimal balance of efficiency, 
utilisation of planting area and ecological values.”

GREEN GROWTH 

MTCS certification process at SFD. 
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CLT made from Albizia, locally known as Batai, 
harvested from SFD’s industrial tree plantation.
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Conservation areas

Conservation areas are carefully managed because they are water catchment or riparian zones, wetlands or high conservation value 
forest areas.

MTCS and PEFC

In 2018, the Malaysian Timber Certification Council (MTCC) awarded forest management certification to the Sapulut Development 
Company’s FMU under the Malaysian Timber Certification Scheme (MTCS) and its Malaysian criteria and indicators (MC&I) for forest 
management certification for natural forests. 

“The MTCS was the first tropical timber certification scheme in the Asia Pacific region to be endorsed by the Programme for the 
Endorsement of Forest Certification (PEFC), currently the largest forest certification programme in the world,” says Melvin Ku of the MTCC.

Social Responsibility

Sapulut has actively engaged with local communities as they are valuable stakeholders. Sius says the company provides direct 
employment opportunities. There are also various community programmes including goodwill visits, promoting local handicrafts, 
scholarships, charitable contributions, protecting water sources of villages and awareness talks. 

“We care about our employees because they are the backbone of Sapulut. We provide appropriate support for training, better facilities, 
a safe working condition and equal opportunities of employment to enable them to achieve their full potential.”  

RIL technique and procedures used by SFD.

Engagement with the local communities.
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Ulu Kenas Recreational 
Forest, Perak
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The main forest type is the hill dipterocarp forest. Photo credit: ariffshah.com



Located within the district of Kuala Kangsar in Perak, the Ulu Kenas 
Recreational Forest is rich in flora and fauna typically found in a 
tropical rainforest. The main forest type is the hill dipterocarp forest. 
Others include the dipterocarp palm forest, upper hill dipterocarp 
forest, oak-laurel forest and montane ericaceous forest. 

Gunung (Mount) Bubu, the highest peak in the park with a height of 
1,657m, is a popular mountain climbing destination. Sungai (River) 
Kenas flows through the park which is situated within the Bubu 
Forest Reserve. Shady Keruing Neram (Dipterocarpus oblongifolia) 
trees on the riverbanks provide scenic and panoramic view of the 
cascading river.

The Neram tree is a fairly common inland riverside tree in the north-
eastern half of Peninsular Malaysia and also throughout most of 
Borneo (Sarawak, Brunei, Kalimantan, and parts of Sabah). While it is 
noticeably absent from the West Coast states of Peninsular Malaysia, 
it strangely seems to be present at the Ulu Kenas Recreational Forest 
park.

The Neram tree is a dipterocarp which may surprise many people as 
dipterocarps are normally associated with straight and tall timber 
trees in the South East Asian rainforests. The Neram is anything but 
straight and tall, although it can grow to more than 2m in diameter 
and reach about 40m tall. The trunk and branches tend to lean out 
over the water’s edge in order to facilitate its fruit dispersal.

Kayaking along inland rivers with the huge Neram trees arching 
over the river and providing much valued shade is a great experience, 

and only possible where they are found. Their boughs, branches, 
and trunks are often festooned with numerous epiphytes, ferns, 
and orchids, and when they fall into the river through old age, their 
enormous trunks provide a convenient natural bridge to ford the river.

At the fringe of the forest reserve area is Kampung Hulu Kenas 
Waterfall, a recreational spot most often visited by the locals in and 
around the Kuala Kangsar area. The cool, clear water of Sungai Kenas 
drops some 7m from the Kenas Waterfall into a pool. 

The park is also home to many endemic plants and wild herbs. In the 
upper reaches of the Babu Forest Reserve, species diversity became 
evident. Among the many flora species, the ever-popular Rafflesia can 
also be found within the forest reserve.

A two-hour frogging activity within a campsite can reveal up to 
12 species of frogs. The Raja Brook’s Birdwing (Troides brookiana) 
butterfly found in primary forest can also be seen. Among the 
animals reportedly seen were the serow, kijang, gibbon, civet, panther 
and other avifauna such as hornbills and Argus pheasant.

Many facilities have been built around the park like a suspension 
bridge, chalets, camping ground, picnic tables, public toilets, 
community hall and eateries to provide for the convenience of the 
public. 

References: Perak State Forestry Department, MalaysiaMyHeritage, 

Jungleboy, et. el.
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The recreational forest is located within the Kuala Kangsar district. Photo credit: orangperak.com.

The suspension bridge in the park. Photo credit: sini.com.my.

Huge Neram trees arching over Sungai Kenas. Photo credit: rainforestjournal.com.




